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Crime Victim Care of Allen County

By Steven Panngasiri
Background

• The Crime Victim Care of Allen County or CVC is a non-profit and faith based organization with 10 full time workers and more than 20 volunteers.

• The CVC was established in August 2005, by Rev. Saneta Maiko, Ph.D. He initially established the CVC to help immigrant and non-English speaking people in the Fort Wayne and Allen County area, cope with becoming victims to crime.
Mission

• CVC assists non-English speaking immigrant and refugee families and victims of crime by addressing cultural issues, offering spiritual care and creating awareness of community resources.
Population and Services

• CVC serve’s all crime victims, Immigrants and non-English speaking population.

• They provide Counseling, court accompaniment, legal services, protective orders, interpretations or translations such as help with filling out applications or paperwork, and transportation: taking a person to a meeting or such place because they do not have any means of transportation.
Common Barriers To Service Delivery

• Cultural Barriers
• Language
• Religion and past experiences
Future Services

• Providing Shelter
• Expanding education services about crime, violence, sexual assault, and culture in the community on a larger scale.
• provide transportation on a larger scale
• Establish a task force for each victim
Crime Victim Care
Parklake Medical Building
2456 Lake Avenue,
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46805
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